ADDENDUM A TO UPS APPROVED SPIRITS SHIPPER AGREEMENT
(Effective September 1, 2020)
Pursuant to the terms and conditions of your UPS Approved Spirit Shipping Agreement,
this Addendum A and the additional terms available online at ups.com/spirits, UPS
permits only the types of spirit shipments described below to the states indicated below,
but only where permitted by applicable federal, state and local laws and only when the
shipper complies with all applicable federal, state and local laws, regulations and
requirements. This Addendum A does not provide any form of legal advice to the
shipper; it sets forth only the states to which UPS will transport spirits when such
transportation is allowed by law. The shipper is solely responsible for ensuring that
the specific alcoholic beverage license they hold authorizes shipments to
consumers in the destination state, and that any shipment tendered to UPS is
fully in compliance with all applicable legal requirements.
Shipments of Spirits are not allowed to consumers in states not listed in the chart below.
Shipments to consumers in states listed below are allowed as follows:
Interstate Distillery Shipment: Shipments of spirits from licensed out-of-state
distilleries may be shipped to consumers in states with “Yes” in the column labeled
“Interstate Distillery Shipment”;
Intrastate Distillery Shipment: Spirits purchased from licensed distilleries within the
state may be shipped to consumers in the same state as the distillery in those states
with “Yes” in the column labeled “Intrastate Distillery Shipment”;
Licensed to Licensed: Shipments of spirits from licensed shippers to licensed
consignees may be shipped to and from all states, subject to applicable law.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Shippers are responsible for ensuring that all shipments of spirits
comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws, regulations and requirements,
including quantity limitations, reporting requirements, limits on frequency of shipments,
and permitting and/or taxation requirements. Most destination states require permits or
licenses from the destination state for Spirits shipments to consumers. Shippers must
ensure that they do not ship to dry areas in any state that may otherwise allow Spirits
shipments, including to dry areas in Alaska, and New Hampshire. Shippers are also
responsible for compliance with any licensing or other requirements for exporting spirits
out of the shipper’s state.
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Destination state requires additional license or permit (all shippers must be licensed in home
state).

